
A Banana Pi-based router

The Name Game
The BPi-R1 is an attractive and affordable combination of switch, access point, 

and server. We look at how this Banana Pi-based router performs. By Bernhard Bablok

reality often lags far behind marketing prom-
ises: Services are badly implemented with 
old and error-prone software or they hobble 
along with lame hardware; regular updates 
are the stuff of unfulfilled wishes; and some 
manufacturers delay fixing outrageous secu-
rity defects – if they fix them at all.

Although courageous users can install alter-
native firmware with OpenWrt or DD-WRT, 
they run the risk of bricking the device and 
thus rendering it permanently unusable. Suc-

cessful firmware installation in no way 
guarantees that the router will work 

smoothly and efficiently, espe-
cially if no open source drivers 
exist for the components 
used. The open system of the 
R1 should close these gaps.

Hardware
The first impression made by 
the BPi-R1 is that it has been 

hastily cobbled together. One 
side of the board comes from 

the standard Banana Pi and in-
cludes the A20 dual-core ARM Cor-

tex-A7, a Mali400 GPU, 1GB of RAM, 
HDMI and audio connections, microphone 
and IR ports, and two very fragile buttons 
(Figure 1). The user is justified in asking 
what purpose all of these components serve 
on a server or router board.

The router takes microSD instead of stan-
dard SD cards, as on the current version of 
the Raspberry Pi. Unlike the original Ba-
nana Pi, the R1 has forfeited one USB port 
and instead has a ready-made SATA connec-
tion on the top side. In comparison, the Ba-
nana Pi had two connections for power and 
data and needed a special cable to connect a 
hard drive.

The excitement accompanying the 
November appearance of the Ba-
nana Pi router (BPi-R1) was consid-
erable. Finally, new hardware prom-

ised more than just additional core, storage, 
and peripherals. The concept behind the BPi-
R1 [1] was to offer a combination device that 
works as a router and provides additional 
services as a server. Several manufacturers 
have offered devices that perform services 
for the local network, typically with at least 
one USB port for ex-
ternal peripher-
als. However, 
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The SATA port is the most questionable of 
the connections on the router, with no mech-
anism for attaching a disk. Instead, when the 
router sits level on a surface, an attached 
disk would sit on top of the board, which 
possibly could lead to heat buildup by the 
switch chip. When operating the board in a 
vertical position, the weight of the disk 
would tug at the SATA connector. Luckily, 
the electronic elements on the board of the 
newer routers are protected by a piece of foil, 
but this fix could potentially cause overheat-
ing problems.

The power supply connects via a micro-
USB port, but with a micro-USB OTG con-
nection located directly alongside, confu-
sion between the two is pretty much a fore-
gone conclusion. For stripped down func-
tioning, a stable power supply with 5V and 
1A of current suffices, but when the net-
work interfaces and the SATA disk experi-
ence heavy loads, expect to need a 5V, 2.5A 
power supply.

The router does not come with a case or 
an antenna; however, ready-made antennas 
with a suitable cable generally don’t cost 
much. Although a router case is on the mar-
ket, according to reports, it causes problems 
by trapping heat [2]. Four mounting holes 
should let you put the board in a case of your 
choice. The cost for all of the components 
and delivery is about $110 with free shipping.

GettinG on tHe internet
The most important parts of the R1 are the 
new network components. One of these 
parts is the RTL8192CU WiFi chip from Re-
altek which supports 802.11b/ g/ n. The un-
derside of the board has two antenna con-
nections for this chip (Figure 2). A focal 
point of the R1 is the BCM53125 switch chip 
with its nine ports. This is a Broadcom chip 
per the IEEE 802.3az standard. One of the 
ports is used by the CPU, and five of the re-
maining eight ports are externally available 
via RJ45 connectors.

The routing for a second physical network 
connection occurs in software over virtual 
LANs (VLANs). Switching is accomplished 
by the chip without causing a noticeable bur-
den on the CPU. Therefore, a corresponding 
configuration will give you a five-port 
switch, in which any of the ports can serve 
as the uplink port.

The R1 hardware offers a variety of possi-
bilities when configuring a network, ranging 
from the creation of a dumb switch to a 
router that can handle two or even three net-
works, depending on whether you configure 

the WiFi as an independent network. The 
BPi-R1 lends itself very well for use in learn-
ing the ropes of network technology. Con-
trary to off-the-shelf devices that come with 
OpenWrt, the risks for the beginner are lim-
ited. The operating system on the microS-
DHC card is easily accessible, so an incorrect 
network configuration won’t cause the sys-
tem to keel over.

wHat Can You do?
Because the router board descends from the 
standard Banana Pi, all of the operating sys-
tem images adapted for that computer run on 
the modified board; however, insofar as 
these images do not support special hard-
ware, the manufacturer refers users to three 
distributions [3]. These distros include a 
Linux version based on Android with special 

Figure 1: The A20 chip is on the right side of the BPi-R1.

Figure 2: The WiFi chip is to the left and the switch chip is in the middle on the underside of the 

board.
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The BPi-R1 now has a single IP address, 
and all of the ports have equal rights. At this 
point, the switch chip in the hardware as-
sumes the switching function, and the CPU 
load will not increase, even with heavy 
throughput. The throughput in my tests, as 
measured with iperf, stayed in the range of 
110Mbps between two computers connected 
to the switch and to the R1 as the destination 
device. This is enough throughput, even 
though in practice only a portion of the 
throughput remains.

The board consumes around 3W when 
idling; when working in switch mode, that 
value increases to 5W. For comparison, a 
“dumb” switch in a household setting con-
sumes power at a constant rate of 3W, 
whether in use or not, and the TP Link 
WDR4900, a very powerful SOHO router, 
needs 5 to 7W. 

The dumb switch only appears to be more 
efficient, however. In practice, such a switch 
used with a Raspberry Pi would need more 
power than when used with the R1. The R1 
becomes interesting as a combination only 
if you want an additional, quasi-parallel 
server.

Server ServiCeS
The entire Debian set of packages is available 
because Bananian uses the ARMv7 architec-
ture that has long been supported by Debian. 
Moreover, all of the programs that have been 
specially compiled for the Raspberry Pi run 
on the architecture, because ARMv7 is down-
ward compatible. 

router tools, an OpenWrt version, and the 
Bananian distribution. The Bananian version 
from January 2015 serves as the foundation 
for this project [4].

We did not consider Android for a variety 
of reasons. OpenWrt has the advantage of 
being well equipped for use as an operating 
system on a router. The user planning to pur-
chase an off-the-shelf router should defi-
nitely take a look at it. One disadvantage of 
OpenWrt is that it is still under development. 
Even though a number of versions are float-
ing around on the Internet, OpenWrt has as 
yet no official images [5]. These unofficial 
versions can be found on the homepage of 
the manufacturer and other websites. The 
other issue relevant to this project is that 
OpenWrt support for WiFi functionality ap-
parently remains unstable.

Bananian on the other hand involves a 
distribution that has been created with the 
A20 processor family in mind – particularly 
the CPU used on the BPi-R1. This distribu-
tion has nothing to do with the hardware 
manufacturer; instead, it was created by 
Nico Isenbeck from Hamburg, Germany. 
The advantage of Bananian over a system 
like Raspbian is that it is a dedicated server 
distribution.

PerformanCe aS a SwitCH
After you have used your PC to copy the 
image onto a microSD card by means of dd or 
Win32 Disk Imager, you should boot the R1 
from the card and then log in as root with the 
password pi. The next step is to configure the 
device by means of bananian‑hardware and 
then invoke bananian‑config.

Thanks to the HDMI output and USB con-
nection, you can work directly on the BPi-R1 
as you would on the Rasp Pi. Alternatively, 
you could also connect the board to Ethernet 
and log in via SSH. If you choose this 
method, you might need to adapt the net-
work configuration to local conditions by 
going into the /etc/network/interfaces file, 
located on the second partition of the mi-
croSD card, before booting. Normally, the R1 
obtains its address by DHCP.

In its basic configuration, Bananian starts as 
a standalone computer on the R1. All comput-
ers connected by Ethernet can then communi-
cate with the R1. To communicate among one 
another, all the ports first have to be consoli-
dated in a shared VLAN. Consolidation is ac-
complished by entering the commands in List-
ing 1 into the /etc/network/if‑pre‑up.d/sw‑
config file. Listing 2 shows an interface con-
figuration in /etc/network/interfaces.

#!/bin/sh

ifconfig eth0 up

swconfig dev eth0 set reset

swconfig dev eth0 set enable_vlan 1

swconfig dev eth0 vlan 1 set ports '4 0 1 
2 3 8t'

swconfig dev eth0 set apply

exit 0

Listing 1: Consolidating Ports

auto lo

iface lo inet loopback

auto eth0.1

iface eth0.1 inet static

address 192.168.1.1

netmask 255.255.255.0

gateway 192.168.1.250

Listing 2: Interface Configuration

BPi-R1 Router
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MicroSD cards, USB-connected storage, 
and a SATA disk all qualify as bulk storage 
for the server services. The performance of 
all of these options is sufficient for streaming 
content. However, the system is not as suit-
able when used as network-attached storage 
(NAS) for administering large volumes of 
data. This is because the R1 suffers from the 
same I/ O weaknesses as the Banana Pi, the 
Cubietruck, or other A20-based boards. Large 
volumes of data lower the throughput to the 
network so dramatically that the choice of 
bulk storage depends more on its capacity 
than on its speed.

A bug found in pre-April 2015 versions of 
Bananian needs attention if you choose to 
use a SATA disk: The hardware configuration 
does not provide power to the disk. See the 
“Turning on the Power Supply” box to see 
how to approach this problem [6].

For reasons unknown, the throughput tests 
performed with FTP, SCP, and Rsync deliver 
wildly varying results, ranging from 16MBps 

using FTP to 7MBps using SCP or Rsync. 
Only with the use of a solid-state drive (SSD) 
do FTP values increase to between 19 and 
33MBps. In all cases, bulk storage is not the 
cause of the bottlenecks, as can be demon-
strated by writing directly via dd.

Although these results are somewhat dis-
appointing, they do not present a problem 
in practice. The user wanting to write or 
read large volumes of data (e.g., video files, 
photos) is better advised to use NAS. The 
R1 is a candidate for scenarios with low 
data volume requirements. The user who al-
ways moves data by WiFi will not notice 
any limitations.

oPeratinG aS a router
To use the BPi-R1 as a router requires some-
what more effort in the configuration pro-
cess. This procedure requires configuring 
the switch by editing the /etc/network/
if‑pre‑up.d/swconfig file (Listing 5) in 
such a way that it makes two logical net-

work cards available. The result is 
two VLANs and two logical inter-
faces: eth0.101 and eth0.102.

Now configure the two inter-
faces via /etc/network/interfaces 
as you would physical connections 
(Listing 6). For the first test, you 
should open routing between the 
two networks with the command:

$ sudo echo 1 > U
  /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward

For a permanent change, you 
should enter the line net.ip4.ip_
forward=1 in the /etc/sysctl.conf 
file. If the router is also supposed 
to serve as a firewall with inte-
grated NAT (e.g., if an interface is 
attached directly on a DSL 
modem), then the corresponding 

Configuration of hardware on the R1 board is contained in the binary file script.bin on the first 
partition. The system evaluates the contents of this during bootup. After mounting the first parti-
tion to /mnt and making a backup copy of the file before editing it:

$ sudo mount /dev/sdc1 /mnt

$ cd /mnt

$ cp script.bin ~/

$ cd ~

you should change the file into text format with the bin2fex tool. Similarly, the fex2bin tool 
changes the file back (Listing 3).

In the text file, find the lines from Listing 4 and modify them as shown. In the original file, the key 
sata_power_en has no value. After changing the file back to binary format, restart the R1. The 
SATA connection should now have power.

turning on the Power suPPLy

$ sudo bin2fex /mnt/script.bin /mnt/script.fex

$ sudo fex2bin /mnt/script.fex /mnt/script.bin

Listing 3: Binary File Tools

[sata_para]

sata_used = 1

sata_power_en = port:PB03<1><default><default><0>

Listing 4: Power Configuration

#!/bin/sh

swconfig dev eth0 set reset

swconfig dev eth0 set enable_vlan 1

swconfig dev eth0 vlan 101 set ports '3 8t'

swconfig dev eth0 vlan 102 set ports '4 0 1 2 8t'

swconfig dev eth0 set apply

Listing 5: Set Up VLANs
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the source code for a working version of  
hostapd on the Realtek website. An entry in 
the forum describes in detail the steps re-
quired to generate the two binaries, hostapd 
and hostapd_cli [8].

You should install the compiler and other 
necessary tools for the build via the meta-
package build-essential. The program is 
saved to the directory /usr/local/sbin. By 
issuing the command

$ sudo apt‑get ‑y install hostapd

you will install the hostapd package as well 
as a series of necessary files. Because the 
version of hostapd you have pulled down 
does not work, you have to change the path 
within /etc/init.d/hostapd from /usr/sbin/
hostapd to /usr/local/sbin/hostapd.

In the next step, you will be modifying the 
configuration of hostapd. The corresponding 
configuration file can be saved wherever you 
like in the filesystem, but it must be refer-
enced by the file /etc/defaults/hostapd. 
Listing 8 shows a simple example of a config-
uration that uses the WiFi network as a sepa-
rate network. To run a test, you should start 
the access point manually:

$ sudo /etc/init.d/hostapd start

To specify an automatic start, you can use 
the following command:

iptable commands are required. An ample 
supply of directions for how this is done can 
be found online [7]. The settings shown in 
Listing 7 in the /etc/dnsmasq.conf file ensure 
that the R1 DHCP only responds to requests 
on eth0.102. In contrast to switching, routing 
uses the CPU core and thus creates a few 
percent load on the CPU. The average rout-
ing throughput is 72 to 77MBps.

wifi
Before operating the WiFi network, you have 
a tricky task to perform. The cable for the 
WiFi antennae needs to be connected. The 
white sticker in Figure 3 is smaller than a US 
dime. You should press open the small pig-
tails of the antenna cable from above. A 
small book can serve to protect the board 
from damage.

The wireless communication is presently a 
weak point of the router, because the inte-
grated chip does not work with the access 
point program hostapd. Luckily, you can find 

auto lo

iface lo inet loopback

auto eth0.101

auto eth0.102

iface eth0.101 inet static

address 192.168.1.1

netmask 255.255.255.0

gateway 192.168.1.250

iface eth0.102 inet static

address 192.168.2.1

netmask 255.255.255.0

Listing 6: /etc/ network/ interfaces

interface=eth0.102

expand‑hosts

domain=meinkleinesnetz.de

dhcp‑range=192.168.2.100,192.168.2.150,12h

dhcp‑option=option:router,192.168.2.1

Listing 7: /etc/ dnsmasq.conf

Figure 3: Connecting the cables for the WiFi antennae requires some skill and a steady hand.
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out competition posed by off-the-shelf sys-
tems with its equipment and the availability 
of Debian packages. SOHO routers running 
OpenWrt and DD-WRT are limited in this re-
spect because they either have very few 
packages or the ones that exist have limited 
functionality.

Some users might find several different ap-
plications for the lavish equipment. If the 
user only has one cable in the living room, 
then the R1 can act simultaneously as a 
switch, an access point, and a media player 
on the TV. However, the weak support for the 
Mali GPU is the fly in the ointment in this 
scenario.

In summary, the large number of compo-
nents that come with this board make it rela-
tively expensive. Moreover, the system is not 
yet stable enough for continuous operation. 
A router and a server should run as long as 
possible without problem. The lack of a case 
raises doubts about this capability, but at the 
same time leaves room for startups that want 
to use the R1 as a foundation for additional 
functionality.

If the reports in relevant forums are to be 
believed, LeMaker is already working on a 
new version that will include components 
for home automation. The prospects are ex-
citing. Will the future bring boards that have 
an ever greater number of components, or 
will the trend revert to small, simple, and 
specialized solutions?  ● ● ●

sudo insserv hostapd

The WiFi network will be its own network, 
or it will be a part of a bridge with the 
cable network as needed. The theoretical 
average payload rate attainable by the R1 
ranges from about 120Mbps to 50Mbps. 
The numbers vary a great deal, especially 
with dependencies from wireless networks 
located nearby. When in idle mode, opera-
tion as an access point does not increase 
power consumption. When the access point 
is active, the power consumption increases 
by about 1W.

If having a WiFi devices called wlan1 on the 
R1 instead of wlan0 bothers you, you should 
delete the /etc/udev/rules.d/70‑persistent‑ 
net.rules file. It still contains an old entry by 
the Bananian maintenance programmer and 
the chip it used had, of course, a different 
MAC address.

ConCluSion
The BPi-R1 reveals itself in many ways as a 
true hobby board. This characterization is in-
tended as a compliment. The board opens 
the door to numerous possibilities, but real-
izing the possibilities requires some handi-
work with the hardware and the software.

In particular, the R1 is highly suitable as a 
teaching tool. It cuts a good figure as a 
server/ switch/ router combination and beats 
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ssid=Banana‑Network

ctrl_interface=/var/run/hostapd

interface=wlan0

driver=rtl871xdrv

channel=10

beacon_int=100

hw_mode=g

ieee80211n=1

wme_enabled=1

ht_capab=[SHORT‑GI‑20][SHORT‑GI‑40][HT40+]

wpa=2

wpa_passphrase=pi31415926535

wpa_key_mgmt=WPA‑PSK

wpa_pairwise=TKIP

rsn_pairwise=CCMP

max_num_sta=8

wpa_group_rekey=86400

ignore_broadcast_ssid=0

Listing 8: WiFi Configuration
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